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Abstract

We define a new quantum dynamical entropy, which is a "hybrid" of the closely related,
physically oriented entropy introduced by Alicki and Fannes in 1994, and of the math-
ematically well-developed, sm^/e-argument entropy introduced by Connes, Narnhofer
and Thirring in 1987. We show that this new quantum dynamical entropy has many
properties similar to the ones of the Alicki-Fannes entropy, and also inherits some addi-
tional properties from the CNT entropy. In particular, the "hybrid" entropy interpolates
between the two different ways in which both the AF and the CNT entropy of the shift
automorphism on the quantum spin chain agree with the usual quantum entropy density,
resulting in even better agreement. Also, the new quantum dynamical entropy generalizes
the classical dynamical entropy of Kolmogorov and Sinai in the same way as does the
AF entropy. Finally, we estimate the "hybrid" entropy both for the Powers-Price shift
systems and for the noncommutative Arnold map on the irrational rotation C*-algebra,
leaving some interesting open problems.
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Introduction
In their Paper "Defining Quantum Dynamical Entropy" published in 1994 [1], R. Alicki
and M. Fannes introduced a notion of entropy for an automorphism 9 of a unital C*-
algebra A with a ^-invariant state <p on A, and we will denote this dynamical entropy
invariant here by h*fB(O) € [0,oo]. This positive number, possibly infinite, depends in
addition on a *-subalgebra B C A, which in typical examples is a norm-dense (and
preferably globally ^-invariant) subalgebra, for which h*F

B(9) can be computed.
In [1], this computation was done for the shift automorphism 9 on the "n°° quan-

tum spin chain" (Example (1-12) below), where the result is h^F
B(9) = s((p) + logn with

the usual quantum entropy density s(<p) of the state </?, and with the "non-canonical"
additional term logn independent of (p. In [2], it was shown that for the well-known
SL(2, ZZ)-action by single automorphisms 9 on the "irrational rotation" C*-algebra Aq

with canonical subalgebra Bq and for the tracial state ip on Aq (Example (3.3) below),
the entropy h*p

B (9) is always the same as the "classical" dynamical entropy of the cor-
responding 51,(2,5Z)-action on the 2-torus ("Arnold Cat Map"), independently of the
"deformation" parameter q £ [0,2TT).

More recently, it was shown in [3] that for any Abelian C-algebra A = C(X), the
entropy h^^O) coincides with the "classical" dynamical entropy of the induced dynamical
system on the probability space X, i.e. the entropy invariant connected with the names
of A. N. Kolmogorov and Ya. G. Sinai (see also the References here).

This had also been the main motivation for the earlier definition by A. Connes, H.
Narnhofer and W. Thirring [4] of the mathematically "well-developed" entropy hv(9),
again for arbitrary ^-invariant states <p on A, as a computable invariant for the full
(nuclear) C*-algebra A, i.e. without reference to a norm-dense subalgebra B C A.

For the first of the two examples mentioned above, it had been shown already in [4]
that this entropy satisfies h^,{9) < s((p), and that equality holds at least under certain,
sufficiently strong "clustering" conditions on the state tp- see the excellent book by Ohya
and Petz [5] for a detailed treatment and for further references (in particular, see pp.
203/204 in [5] for the above first example).

The basic entropy functional in the definition [1] of h^B{9) is the usual quantum en-
tropy introduced already by J. von Neumann (see [5] and the references there), defined in
particular for a state ip on the (n x n)-matrix algebra Mn((C) by S(ip) = —Trn(/ty log p^),
where p^ is the density matrix for the state %l>, and Trn is the matrix trace (throughout
this Paper, "log" denotes natural logarithms).

The basic entropy functional in the definition [4] of hv(9), however, is a more "sophis-
ticated" functional defined in a first step for a single completely positive, unit-preserving,
linear map 7 : Mn(C) —• A, again from the C*-algebra of complex (n x n)-matrices into
the fixed C*-algebra A, by

H^d) = S((p 0 7) — inf y^ (pi(H)S(<pi 0 7),

where <p = £^ 92, is any (finite) decomposition of the state (p into positive linear functionals
<Pi on A, and <£, = ((^(ll))"1 -<pi is the respectively corresponding normalized state on A.
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Our simple basic idea for the work presented here is to use the latter functional H^i)
from [4] instead of the "uncut" von Neumann entropy S(<p o 7) as it is used in the
definition [1] of h*FQ{6); where the completely positive, unital map 7 is always concretely
constructed from an operational partition of unity for A as in [1], see Definition (1.5)
below. Apart from this seemingly "innocent" modification, we leave the rest of the
definition [1] of h^B(8) unchanged (see Defs. (1.8) and (1.11) below); and we obtain a
new "hybrid" dynamical entropy hkViB(0), which is always less than (or equal to)'h**B(6)
with the same ingredients (<p,B,6), as may be anticipated from the general relation
between Hv(f) and £ ( ^ 0 7 ) reviewed just before (see also Prop. (1.13,iii) below).

In particular, for the first of the two examples mentioned above (the shift automor-
phism 6 on the n°° quantum spin chain), we obtain the analogous general inequality
hhViB(6) < s(ip) as also for the dynamical entropy h^Q) of Connes, Narnhofer and
Thirring ([4], as mentioned above), where B C A is the canonical, norm-dense and
^-invariant, "local" subalgebra generated by all finite subchain algebras (as also in [1];
remember that there, by way of contrast, always h^B{6) = s(y?) + logn > s(ip) holds).

But with our "hybrid" definition of hh^^B), we can even show (in (1.12,i) below) that
for general ^-invariant states ip in that example, this new dynamical entropy is always
equal to the //^.-entropy density: hhv#(d) = limt_oo ^Hv(B[o,k]), where B[o,k] denotes the
"local" algebra generated by the first (k + 1) lattice site (matrix-) algebras of the one-
sided subchain. - Here we have used the short notation as in [4]: For a finite-dimensional
(in particular, matrix-) subalgebra C C A, we write HV(C) := H^(ic) for the entropy (in
the sense of [4], as reviewed above) of the completely positive, unital, canonical inclusion
*-homomorphism %c : C •—* A. - We recall from [4, 5] that in this example, the former
//^--density along the chain is generally still just an upper bound for hv(9) as defined in
[4]; so weaker clustering conditions on tp are sufficient to have hh^^O) = s(<p) here.

As an important side-remark, we have to emphasize that by the recent work of F.
Benatti (see [6] and other references there, cf. also [5]). the entropy HV(C) of a single
(e.g., matrix-) subalgebra C C A may be given an operational, "physical" interpretation
as the accessible information of a particular quantum communication channel, in the
mathematical context of "quantum estimation". It is hard to estimate whether such an
interpretation is equally feasible for the mufti-argument generalization [4] of H^iC) resp.
of H^,(j), used in the definition of the dynamical entropy hv{9) by Connes, Narnhofer
and Thirring [4]; while the interpretation of [6] should extend to Hv(i) as used here.

The remaining parts of this Paper are structured as follows: In Part 1, we prove
in addition some important algebraic and continuity properties of our "hybrid" entropy
functionals, most of which properties are similar to the ones of the Alicki-Fannes entropy.
In Part 2, the reader will first encounter some lines of "deja-vu" from Part 1, as we have
to revisit the aforementioned results of Part 1 with the so-called "diagonal" entropy
(2.1,ii), a restricted variant of the "hybrid" entropy. We need this auxiliary definition
(2.1,ii) for our central proof in (2.7) and (2.8) that both this "diagonal" and the "hybrid"
entropy coincide with the classical dynamical entropy of Kolmogorov and Sinai in the
case of an Abelian C-algebra A. Finally, Part 3 contains partial results on estimates of
the "hybrid" entropy for two further, well-known, non-Abelian examples.



1 The "Hybrid" Entropy and Its General Properties

Throughout this Paper, A will denote a unital C-algebra with unit 11 € A. Subalgebras
of A will always be understood to be unital •-subalgebras, with the same unit as A.

Using the same terminology as Alicki, Fannes and coauthors [1, 2, 3] but some addi-
tional notations, we introduce the following

Definition (1.1): An operational partition of unity in A is an m-tuple (for m (= IN
arbitrary) a = (Ai)t=i m of elements A; € A such that Yl^Li A*A{ — 11.

For any *-subalgebra B C A, we denote by O\(B) the set of all its operational
partitions of unity 0 = (#t)« w ^ n ^» ^ ^ ' an(^ by ^ i ( ^ n ) w e denote the subset of all
those 0 with exactly n 6 IN elements: 0 = (B, € #),=i,...,n-

We define the generalized Hausdorff distance, in particular on O\{A) 9 a, 0 with
a = (A, , . . . , Am) and /9 = ( f l j , . . . , Bn), by

D(a, 0) = max < max min ||A,- — _B_,||, max min [jv4t; — Bj\\ \ .

For ant/ tuple or = (A,-),- C -4, we denote its "maximal norm" by ||a|| = max, ||Ai||.
Clearly, it follows from the C*-property of the norm that for a € O-i(A), \\a\\ < 1.

Lemma (1.2): Let Aoo C -4 be any norm-dense *-subalgebra of A, then for any
n 6 IN, a € 0j(.4,n) and £ > 0 there exists 0 G Oi(^oo,n) such that D(a,0) < e.

Proof: Let a — (A, 6 .A)i=i n with 5Z"=i A*A,- = 11 be fixed. By the density assumption
on Aoo, given 6 > 0 there exists an n-tuple 0^ = (fl, € A»)t=i,...,n such that ||Aj —/?i|| <
6 Vz = 1 , . . . , n. This implies that

\\ +W^W) =:S'(aJoo,6)-*0 for <5 - 0,

as in this limit obviously ||/?oo|| —f | |° | |- From this it follows that B := Y17=i B*B{ is
necessarily invertible if S is sufficiently small. In this case, we can define 0 = (Bi :=
BiB~l/2)i-\ „, so that we get evidently 0 £ C?i(^4oo,n). Now we estimate:

\\Ai - A|| < ||A- - 5,|| + \\Bi - B^-1^ < 6 + H&oll • ||U - B-l'2\\.

As we know that spec(5) C [1 - 6'(a,0,6), 1 + 6'(a,0,6]\, it follows that spec(£-1/2) C
[(l + ̂ - ^ ^ l - ^ - ^ a n d h e n c e H l l - B - 1 / 2 ! ! < ( l - ^ ' ) " 1 / 2 - l - Together, this implies
that Vz = 1,..., n:

II A,- - Bi\\ < 6



Definition (1.3):

(i) For two operational partitions of unity a, /? 6 Oi(B), where a = (A,);=1|, ,m G
Oi(B,m) and /? = (5,)j=i,...in G C?i(5,n) within a *-subalgebra B C A, we define
their "ordered refinement" by

aV/J := ( ^ A , , B2AU ..., BnAi,BiA,,..., BnA2,..., F n A m )

in the order indicated with the resulting (mn)-tuple, such that obviously again
aV/3 G Oi(B), and in particular aV/? 6 Oi(B,mn), as we have to count all the zero
components in the resulting tuple.

Note that the chosen order on the resulting (mn)-tuple leads for higher order
"refinements" (with more than two operational partitions involved) to the usual
lexicographic ordering on the respective multi-index set, according to the order of
the successive refinement, in an associative way.

(ii) For an operational partition of unity a = {A{ G «4),=i,...,n, with a G O\(A,n), we
define a completely positive, unital (i.e., unit-preserving), linear map denoted by
7[a] : Mn{§) --* A from the C*-algebra of complex (n x n)-matrices to A, by
linearly extending

f [ a } ( E i , ) : = A ' A j , i , j = l , . . . , n ,

from the canonical matrix units EV, G Mn((C), numbered in the canonical order.
That 7[a] is a completely positive map is a special case of Lemma 2.1 in [1], for
instance.

Scholium (1.4): The following two inequalities are easy to deduce:

(i) For ax , . . . , akJi,...,Pk € Oi(A), we define C = max{||at||, | |#| | , i = ] , . . . ,*}
with our notation from (1.1). Then we have that

D(a, V . . . Va,, AV . . . V&) < Ck~l

(ii) For a,/3 G Oi{A,n) with any n G IN, C(a,0) is defined as for fc = 1 in (i). Then,
with the usual norm on the space of linear maps from Mn(C) to A, we have the
following (''generous") upper bound:

Definition (1.5): Let <p be a state on A, and a G Ci(^4), then the entropy of a given
if is defined as HHv(a) := //v(7[a]), where the r.h.s. is the entropy of the completely
positive, unital map 7[a] in the sense of [4], defined w.r.t. the state ip on the C*-algebra
A, as reviewed in the above Introduction.



Corollary (1,6):

(i) Let a,0 € Oi[A,n) with any n e IN be such that D(a,3) < [6n2C(a, 3)}'1. Then
the entropy (1.5) is continuous in the following sense:

\HHv(a) - HH^)\ < ~2n2D(a,p)\og[2nD(a,(3)).

(ii) Let Ax, C A be any norm-dense unital *-subalgebra of .4, then lor any a G
OX{A, n) and e > 0 there exists 0 € Oi(Aco,n) such that \HHv[a)-HHv(fl)\ < e.

Proof: (i) follows from Proposition (10.7) in [5], together with the estimate (1.4,ii) above.
(ii) is an immediate consequence of (i) and Lemma (1.2).

Proposition (1.7):

(i) For a € Oi(A), the entropy (1.5) has the following general upper bound:

where H*F(a) denotes the entropy in the sense of [1], compare also [5, p. 121] and
the reference to the work of Lindblad given there.

(ii) For the "trivial" partition v = (/iill,/z2H, • • • ,A*nU) € Oi(A,n), with /z< € <C Vi =
1, . . . ,n G IN such that £"=1 |//i|2 = 1, the entropy vanishes: HH^(u) = 0.

(iii) For a faithful state <p and any B € A, we define the linear functional [<^1/25</9
1/'2] on

.4 as also before Prop. (VIII.3) in [4]: we identify A with its isomorphic image in the
GNS representation constructed with <p, and on the generated von Neumann algebra
in this representation we use the modular automorphism group erf (t € IR C €) of
tp to define:

WW^ € A.
Then, for any operational partition /3 of the unit by mutually orthogonal projec-
tions, i.e. /3 = (p, e A)i=it...,n e Oi(A,n) such that p{ = p* = p2, p{pj = 0 Vz ^ ; ,
we have the inequalities

and

HHM) > 2S{v o 7[/9]) - J2 £ V([V1/2P.V1/2](P,)) > 0,

where as usual, 77(0:) = —a; logx Vz € [0,1].



If in addition J3 G Oi(A>), where the c/J-centralizer Av := {B G A\<p{AB) -
ip(BA) VA G A} coincides with the fixed point algebra of erf restricted to A, then

More generally, for not necessarily faithful <p but with Av still defined as previously
above, if a = (A,); € Oi(Av) is an "anti-orthogonal" partition in the sense that
AiA* = 0 Vi ̂  j , then always HH^(a) — S(ip o 7[a]) holds (i.e., the inequality (i)
is saturated).

(iv) HH^(a\//3) > HHv{a) for aje OX{A).

(v) If 9 : .4 —• A is a unital *-endomorphism with <p o 5 = <p, then HHlfi(9(a)) <
) for a € C

Proof:

(i) The l.h.s. inequality follows directly from the definition [4] of i/^(7[a]) as in the
Introduction, and the r.h.s. equality is obvious from the comparison of the definition
(1.5) here and the entropy definition in [1], which just involves a transposition.

(ii) follows (e.g.) from (i) and the observation that <p o~f[v] is a pure state on Mn(C),
i.e. there exists a. one-dimensional (minimal) projection Pu G Mn(€) such that
ipQ^[u\{m) — Trn(P1/ • m), Vm G Mn(C), with the matrix trace Trn in Mn(C). The
quantum entropy S in (i) vanishes for such a pure state.

(iii) The first inequality is just a repetition of (i) using the definition of the von Neu-
mann entropy S in this special case, and the second inequality is an immediate
consequence of Prop. (VIII.4) and Lemma (VIII.5) in [4], observing that with the
Abelian n-dimensional subalgebra B C A generated by 0, we have by Proposition
(III.6,a) in [4]: HH^iP) = H^B) = H^(iB), the r.h.s. again defined as in [4].

The third statement follows from the first two inequalities and the definition of
[y?1/2/),^1/2]. Note that generally, ip = £Z"=1 [v?1^2piV?l^2] i& a decomposition of ip.

The final, slightly more general statement follows from the explicit definition [4] of
//SP(7(a]) = HH^a) as briefly reviewed in the Introduction: The states ipi(B) : =
ip(A,BA*)ip(A*Ai)'1, VB G A, give a decomposition of <p = Y,i¥(A*Ai)tpi, because
of the assumption that a G Oi(Av>). Rather obviously, all the resulting matrix
states ipi o 7[a] are pure states with vanishing quantum entropy S as in (ii) above,
due to the "anti-orthogonality" assumption on a implying that ip(AiA'AkA') =
8ii$ik<p{A*Ai). Using this decomposition of (p in the definition of #,,(7[a]) yields
the result. - We could use a similar argument to prove also the first part of (iii).

Note that the "anti-orthogonality" of a G O^A^) implies that for P, = A"A, and
Qi — A<A* we have y{P?) = <p{Pi) = viQi) — viQl), so the prototypical example
is that of partial isometries A, G A with pairwise orthogonal initial projections:
PiPj = 0 (Vi ̂  j) and £,• P, = 11, and at least necessarily also ^ ( £ ; Qi) = 1.
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Note also, however, that such an "anti-orthogonal" a G O\(Atp) is not necessarily
also "orthogonal" in the sense that A* A, = 0 (Vi ^ j ) , but only (p(A'Aj) = 0 (V? ^
j) holds in general. This means that, while the density matrix <p o 7(0] is already
diagonal, the map 7(0] itself may take nonvanishing values on off-diagonal matrix
elements, and so the full-blown definition [4] of ^ ( 7 ( 0 ] ) may really be necessary.

(iv) follows from Proposition (III.6,a) in [4]: For a G Q\{A,m), /3 G 0\{A,n), we can
understand the map (1.3,ii) ~f[oN0\ : Mmn(C) = Mm((C) ® Afn((C) -»• A in such a
way that, we have 7(0] = 7[aV/3] o i£\ where 1$ : Mm((D) <-• Mm(C) ® Mn(€) is
the canonical inclusion homomorphism.

However, note that it is not true in general (for A non-Abelian) that 7^] = 7[aV/3]o
i£\ where #> : Mn((D) *-> Mm((C) ® Mn(<C), analogously.

(v) follows from Proposition (III.6,b) in [4]; and in particular, equality holds if 9 is
an automorphism. As 6(a) has to be understood component-wise on the original
partition a = (A{),, more general completely positive maps 6 are not possible here.

Definition (1.8): For a unital *-endomorphism 0 of A, an invariant state <p = <p 0 9 on
A and a € Oi(.4), the entropy of 6 w.r.t. a given <p is defined as

Unfortunately, the continuity (1.6) is much too weak for an analogous result as in
(1.6,ii) also here. The bound for the continuity of the r.h.s. in (1.8), if a,/? G O\(A,n)
such that D(a,/3) is sufficiently small according to the additional condition in (1.6,1)
combined with (1.4,i), is readily obtained as

< -2n2kD(a,f3)\og[2knkD(a,P)}.

While the dependence of this upper bound on k G IN does not seem to leave any hope for
a general continuity of hh^O.a) w.r.t. a, we can still use it for approximating hhv(0,a)
with partitions (3 G 0\{B) in a norm-dense *-subalgebra B C A, for a certain class
of sufficiently (B-) "smooth" a G O\(A) but a ^ O\{B), via a simple "diagonalization
trick" as e.g. used in [7, 8].

Corollary (1.9): Let a G O\(A,n) for some n be fixed, and let (0k)ken be a sequence
of /3jt G O\(A,n) such that D(a.ftk) • n2k —>• 0 as k —> oo. Then we can compute the

entropy (1.8) of a as: hh^,(9, a) — lim sup — i
k—too



Proof: This follows directly from the bound for "not-equi-" continuity of the r.h.s. with-
out the limit, stated just before, together with definition (1.8). Note that the additional
condition as in (1.6,i) is not an obstacle here, as Proposition (10.7) in [5], used in the
proof of (1.6,i), had been proved in earlier versions [4, 9] with less optimal numerical
bounds but without any such additional condition; and for the purpose of (1.9) these
bounds are fully sufficient.

We will use this simple result to extend the estimation of hhv(6ta) from a € 0\{B).
with B a norm-dense *-subalgebra of A, to more general a € Oi(A), in a "prototypical"
example (1.12,ii). First, we list the following elementary algebraic properties of hh!fi(9, a):

Proposition (1.10): Let 9 and <p be as in (1.8), a € Oi(A).

(i) For a 6 O\{A,n), we have the general upper bound hh^(9,a) < log n.

(ii) hhv(9
N, aV9{a)V . . . \J9N-1{a)) = N • hh,0(9, a), ViV € IN.

(iii) For all ̂ -isomorphisms a : A —* cr(A), hhVOCT-i(a o 6 o o~x,<r(a)) = hhv($, a).

(iv) Let h^F(9,a) denote the Alicki-Fannes entropy [1] of 9 w.r.t. a given <p. Then

Proof: (i) is obvious from (1.7,i) and the definitions, (ii) and also (iii) follow directly
from (1.8) itself, and (iv) is a more refined consequence of (1.7,i).

Definition (1.11): Let 9 and <̂> be as before, and B C A be a (norm-dense) unital
*-subalgebra of A. The entropy of 9 w.r.t. <p and B is defined as

hhy,B(0) = sup hhv{0,ot).

Example (1.12): Let A = <8>ke-z(Mn{<E))k be the n°°-UHF algebra ("quantum spin
chain") as the bilaterally infinite tensor product of copies of the (n x n)-matrix algebra
Mn((C). We choose the norm-dense *-subalgebra Aoo C A using the natural AF structure

-4oo = (JfceN Ak (algebraic inductive limit), where we put Ak - 11®°° <g> (g) (Mn)j ® 11®°°,

Vit6lNU{0}.
The unit shift on TL determines a *-automorphism 9 of A by 0(11®°° %{Mn)k<& 11®°°) =

j]®(oo+i) ^ (Mn)k+i ® H®(°°~1\ and we let ip be any translation-invariant state on A:
ipo9 = ip. We use the additional notation % m ] = llfJO®®]iL<(Afn)j®ll®00 \/i < m € 2Z,
such that Ak = #[-*,*]• Then we have, first generally:



(i) hhv,A<x(0) = lim sup -H^B^^) < s(<p), where the //^-functional is that of [4],
k—»oo ™

briefly reviewed in the Introduction above. If the state <p satisfies the so-called
"cluster condition" as defined in equations (11.18), (11.19) of [5], then hhlfiiAoo(6) =
s(tp), the quantum entropy density of <p = (p o 9 (cf. [10]).

(ii) We denote by O\(A), for any c > 0, the class of all a G OX(A) such that there
exists a sequence (/?0*eN of 0k G O^Aca) with both

(a) 0k G -̂ tjV(Ar) Vfc € IN such that —-j— -+ c as k -* oo,

(b) for a G C?i(-4, m), in particular D(a, 0k) • m2k ~* 0 for k —» CXD.

Then AAV(^,o) < (1+ 2c)s(yj), for all a G C?J(>1) and general ip = ipo6, Vc> 0.

Note that (formally) Of {A) = Oi(-4); and that also for c < 1, there are not
trivial examples: in this case, we can always choose a subsequence (0kN

such that 0kN € «4(Ar+Jv0) with some fixed iV0 G IN, and still for a G C?i(-A,m),
in particular D(a,0kN) • m^2^^ —+ 0 as jV —» oo. Again in the sense of a formal
"• continuation", we could also define O\{A) := Oi(Aoo)-

Proof: For (i), we prove both upper and lower bound.

(i) The upper bound follows from similar arguments as in [4], for instance: By defini-
tion, the l.h.s. is hh^^^O) = sup hhv(0,a).

For any such a G O\(Aoo), there exists k G IN such that a G O\(Ak), which implies
that we have a\/6(a)\J.. .\/0N(a) G Oi(B[-k,k+N))i ViV G IN (as the latter are
*-subalgebras of .4oo)' In other words, we can express the corresponding map as
defined in (1.3,ii), now for a\/9(a)V ... \/9N(a), by the inclusion *-homornorphism
lB\-k fc+jvi : B[-k,k+N] '—> A and by the "image restriction" (i.e. norm-one projection)
of that original map into A to its proper image in the finite-dimensional C*- algebra
B[-.kik+N], denoted by •y[_kMN}[aV9(a)V ... V0N(a)], as follows:

7[«V0(a)V . . . V9N(a)} = iB[_kMN] o 7[-^+;v][aV^(Q)V . . . \/9N(a)}.

By the usual monotonicity properties for the //^-functional as in Prop. (III.6,a)
of [4], and also with the notations from [4], we get the desired chain of inequalities:

hhv{6,a) = lim sup ^-Hv(f[aV9(a)\/.. .\/9N(a)\) <

< lim sup —Hv{B[-kMN]) ~ l i m SUP T 7 ^ (
N-*oo J> N-KXI IV

SUP -fHv{B[o/\) ^



VQ £ Oi{Aoo) with corresponding A: £ IN.

The lower bound for (i) follows by choosing the particular partition 0 £
Oi(A, n), 0 = (Bi)l=l „, as follows: For the "central" matrix factor AQ = Mn((C),
we choose a fixed isomorphism a : Mn((D) —> Ao and let .0, := c(Eu) £
Ao C A (V? = l , . . . , n ) , with the canonical matrix units Eij = [($ikf>jt)kt] £
Afn(C), i,j,k,£ — l , . . . , n . Then it is first easy to see that B*Bj = cr(Eij) or in
other words, that the map j[0] : Mn(C) —» .4 as defined in (1.3,ii) is exactly the
inclusion *-homomorphism of the subalgebra AQ = Mn(C) into A. More generally,
it is an easy exercise to check that the map as in (1.3,ii), f[0\/9(0)V... V9k(0)\ :
Afn(*+i) = #[0,*] —• A is exactly the inclusion *- homomorphism of S[o,jt] into A.
From this, the result follows:

hhv{9,0) - lim sup IHMPV9(P)\} ... V6k(/3)}) = lim sup )-Hv{Bm),
k—»oo "• k—*oo "-

again by the standard arguments as in [4], for instance. To make it explicit, we get

together that hh^^^O) = sup hh^{B,a) = lim sup — H^B^k])- The rest of (i) is
a€Ax k-*oo K

Proposition (11.9) in [5].
(ii) If a € O\{A, m) := 0\{A) n O\{A, m) for some m £ IN, we choose a corresponding

sequence (0k)ken and use Corollary (1.9), and the same argument as for the upper
bound in (i) before, to estimate:

h h v ( 0 , a ) = l i \ :

< lim sup T^(B[-jv(jt),jv(*)+*]) = lim sup -rH<f>(B[o,2N(k)+k]) <
k—»oo » A—»oo »

- ( 1 + 2 c ) & i r h ( k ) s { { p l B [ o ' k + 2 N ( k ) i ) = {1+2c)s{if)-

Proposition (1.13): Let 9,if and B be as in (1.11).

(i) hhv,B(9N) > N • hhViB{9), VN e IN. This inequality shows that the identity
automorphism 9 — Id^ has either hh^^^A) — 0, o r in principle also /j/iv,s(Id^) =
00 (but no example is known for the latter 00; compare (2.9,3) below, however).

(ii) /i/iVo<T-i,(T(0)(c7 o#o cr"1) = hhlfiiB(9), for all *-isomorphisms a : A —• cr(A).

(iii) Let h^B(9) denote the Alicki-Fannes entropy as defined in [1]. Then we have

Proof: (i), (ii), resp. (iii) follow straightforwardly from (1.10), (ii), (iii) resp. (iv).
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Remarks (1.14):

1. In the situation of Example (1.12,i), it is shown in [1] that the Alicki-Fannes en-
tropy is generally (i.e., without any additional clustering condition on <p) equal to
h^i^iQ) = s(ip) + logn, where n is the notation of (1.12). We note as a side-remark
that this additional summand log n is incidentally the same as the (quantum) topo-
logical entropy of 9 w.r.t. the norm-dense *-subalgebra A^, in the sense of either
[8] or [7]: h^M(9) = l°gni an<l sightly rnore recently, the mathematically superior
topological approximation entropy in the sense of Voiculescu [11] gives the same
result in this example, but even as an invariant for the full C-algebra A with its
automorphism 0: ht(9) = logn.

Anyway, this discrepancy between (1.12,i) and [1] shows that the final inequality
(1.13,iii) may be arbitrarily far from being saturated, already for this class (1.12)
of examples. We will show in a different example in the Remark (2.9,3) in part 2
below, that the same is true even for the more specific inequality (1.10,iv) referring
to one single a € O\(A).

2. Here we should still briefly remark that, despite this fact that the difference even
between h^F(0,a) and hhv(0,a) with the same a may be arbitrarily large (see
Remark (2.9,3) below), the "diagonalization" Corollary (1.9) above holds in exactly
the same form if the l.h.s. is replaced by h^F($,a), and also HH^ on the r.h.s.
is replaced by H*F, as defined in (1.7,i): That the latter entropy from (l-7,i)
has exactly the same continuity bound as in (1.6,i) (i.e., again replacing HHV by
H£F there) is a consequence of Proposition (1.8) in [5], together with the obvious
inequality continuing (1.4,ii) to the l.h.s.:

with the notation as in (1.4,ii) and for any state <p on A, where the norm on the
l.h.s. is of course the norm of linear functionals on a matrix algebra.

This analog of (1.6,i) for H£F implies the announced analog of (1.9) with h*F on the
l.h.s., and from this it follows in the situation of (1.12,ii) with a G O[(A) (for some
c > 0) that analogously the Alicki-Fannes entropy h*F(9,a) < (H-2c)[s(y>)+logn],
as can be seen by comparing the proofs of (1.12,ii) here and of Theorem (4.1) in [1]
quoted in Remark 1 above.

By the way, we leave it to the reader as a simple exercise to construct an explicit
example of at least a £ 0\{A,2) for any c > 1, in the situation of (1.12,ii).

3. In a personal conversation in 1994, Ya. Sinai expressed the opinion that for him "the
main criterion which a quantum dynamical entropy should satisfy is that it coincides
with the quantum entropy density for the shift automorphism on the quantum spin
chain"[12], i.e. for Example (1.12) here. While the "hybrid" entropy introduced
here shares with the entropy h*F introduced by Alicki and Farines the problem of
continuity (Corollary (1.9) etc., as discussed in Remark 2 just before), the former
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entropy hhv appears to be able to cope with Sinai's "criterion" in a more literal way,
even when compared with the other "hybridization ancestor" [4] (see for instance
pp. 203/204 in [5]); or also compared with Voiculescu's so-called completely positive
approximation entropy hcpa^(6) for arbitrary ^-invariant states <p on the full C*-
algebra A, at least if [11] is taken to be the state of the art (see Proposition (3.9)
in [11]). Of course, the latter two entropies do not have the continuity problem
mentioned before, and these definitions are both mathematically superior to the
one introduced here, also in other respects. They share with the entropy of Alicki
and Fannes [3] the conditio sine qua non, implicitly assumed in addition to the above
"criterion" of Sinai, that the quantum dynamical entropy for any automporphism
of an Abelian C*-algebra should coincide with the "classical" dynamical entropy
introduced by Kolmogorov and Sinai [13]. In the following Part 2, we will show
that the "hybrid" entropy satisfies also this implicitly required criterion.

2 The "Diagonal" Entropy and the Abelian Case
Definition (2.1):

(i) In the situation of (1.3,ii), for an operational partition of unity a = (A, G «4),=i „,
i.e. a G O\(A, n), we define a positive unital linear map denoted by 6[a] : C®n —> .4,
from the Abelian n-dimensional C*-algebra C®n = € © € © . . .©€ (n times) into A,
by linearly extending 6[a](et) := A*A{ (i = l , . . . , n ) from the canonical minimal
projectors e, G C®n, numbered in the canonical order.

(ii) Let <p be a state on A and a £ O\(A), then the "diagonal" entropy of a given ip
is defined as HDv(a) := H^,(6{a]), where the r.h.s. is the entropy of the map 6[a]
in the sense of [4], as briefly reviewed in the Introduction. Here, this definition can
be made explicit (more so than for HHv{a), in a sense) by rewriting

HDv(a)= sup 52XX11)

where ip — J2i fi is any (finite) decomposition of the state ip into positive linear
functional ipi on A, and <£,- := ((^.(ll))"1^,. In other terms,

= S(<p o 6[a)) + sup £ £ ^ ( l l ) ^ ; ^ ) log &

Corollary (2.2):

(i) For a,/3 G O\(A) and with the definitions as in (1.4,ii), the following ("less gener-
ous" ) bound on the norm of linear maps from €®n to A is easy to deduce:

where (n — 1) instead of n is due to the condition that a, 3 £ Oi(A).
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(ii) Let a,,3 e Oi{A,n) with any n € IN, such that D(a,/?) < (6(n - I))"1 . Then the
D-entropy is continuous as:

\HDv(a)-HDv(P)\<(n-

where 77 is defined as in (1.7,iii).

n

(iii) For a € Oi(A,n), a = (A,)i=i,...in: HDv(a) < S(<poS[a\) — "^^(^(A'A,)), and

even better: HDv{a) < HH^a).
(iv) For any partition of unity of the form v = (f^iVi,H2V2, • • •, A*nKi) € Oi(A,n) for

some n € IN, where /z, G € with ]C?=i lMt|2 = 1 and where Vi € A are isometries
(i.e. V ^ = 11, Vi = 1 , . . . , n), it follows that HDv(u) = 0.

(v) In the same situation as in the first part of (1.7,iii), we have always equality
HDV(3) = HHV(P). More generally, if a = (A-)i € C?i(>4) is an "orthogonal"
partition of unity in the sense that A'Aj = 0 Vi / j , then the two entropies are
equal: HD^{a) = HH^(a), for any state y? on .4.

(vi) HD^{aW/3) > HDv(a) for a,/3 6

(vii) If ^ : >l —> .4 is a unital *-endomorphism with cp o 6 — <p, then HD,p(9(a)) <
) for a € C

Proof: (i) resp. (ii) follow in the same way as (1.4,ii) resp. (1.6,i).

(iii) The first inequality is obvious from the explicit expression in (2.1,ii). The second
inequality follows again from the entropy monotonicity property Prop. (III.6,a) in
[4]: If we denote by i£' : €ffin —• Mn(<E) the natural inclusion *-homomorphism
of the diagonal subalgebra, it is obvious that we can identify definitions (2.1,i) and
(1.3,ii) in the sense 8[a] = 7[a] 0 ip , and by the definitions we get

(iv) is again obvious from the explicit definition (2.1,ii).

(v) In the situation of (1.7,iii), the same proof works also here: with the Abelian n-
dimensional subalgebra B C A generated by 8 as in the proof of (1.7,iii), we have
that by the definitions [4] also HD^iP) = HV(B) = HHV(P), with the r.h.s. equality
from the proof for (1.7,iii).

In the general situation of an "orthogonal" partition a € O\(A, n) for some n 6 IN,
it follows that in the proof of (iii) above, there exists a conditional expectation
EQ : Afn(C) —> (D®n onto the diagonal subalgebra such that we can in turn identify
7[a] = 8[a] o E£ , and together with (iii) above, equality follows.
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(vi) is also rather obvious by a similar method as for (1.7,iv).

(vii) as for (1.7,v).

Definition (2.3): In the situation of (1.8), the "diagonal" entropy of 6 w.r.t. a given y?

is denned as hdJ9, a) = lim sup -HDJaV0{a)V ... V0*-1 (a)).

Corollary (2.4): The proof of the following is left to the reader, simply revisiting (1.9)
and (1.10):

(i) Let a (E O\{A,n) for some n £ IN be fixed and let (0k)keN be a sequence of
0k 6 O\(A,n) such that D(a,0k) • nk --* 0 as k —> oo. Then we can calculate

hdv{$, a) = lim sup )-HDv(0k\}6(Pk)\? ... V/?*"1^))-

(ii) hdv{8N\aVd{a)V .. .VBN{a)) = N • hdv(6,a) VAT 6 IN, a £ Oi(A).

(iii) hd^oa-i(a o 6 o er"1, cr(o')) = hdv(0,a), for all ^-isomorphisms a : A —> c(-4), for
any a G O\{A) as also in the final property:

(iv) hdv(Q,a) < hh^(0,a), as a consequence of (2.2,iii).

Definition (2.5): In the situation of (1.11), the "diagonal" entropy of 0 w.r.t. <p and B
is defined as hdVts{0) = sup hdv{B,a).

Corollary (2.6): In the situation of example (1.12), we have generally the inequality

hdv,Aoo{Q) ̂  h'm SUP ~j~H<fi(B[o,k]) ^ s(<f)i a n ( l if V5 is a n infinite tensor product state:

yj = (3)(v(n))* with a state y>(n) on Mn(€), then equality holds: A ^ M ( f l ) = s(<p).
kez

Proof: The general inequality follows from (2.4,iv). If <p is a product state of the above
form, we choose the particular partition j3 G O\{A,n) as follows:

Let p € Mn(€), /) > 0, Tr,,/> = 1 be the density matrix representing the state ip^ by
^W( m ) = Trn(^-m), Vm G A/n(€). Let /> = £,"=1 piP{ be its complete spectral (ordered)
decomposition with (possibly repeated) eigenvalues pi > pi > . . . > pn > 0 and mutually
orthogonal minimal projectors P{ € Mn(€) such that J2"=1 Pj = lln e Mn(C) (where in
the case of degeneracies, we choose any such P,'s for the eigenspaces of p). We define
0 = {Pu...,Pn) 6 O i (A) , canonically identifying Mn(€) with ll®00(8)(Mn(€))o(8)ll®00 =
A C >1.

Then the ordered refinement PV0(/3)V... V0N(,8), N € IN, rather obviously "corre-
sponds" exactly to the complete family of mutually orthogonal minimal spectral projec-
tors for the product state <P[O,N] — <P\B[ONV f restricted to 0[o,wj with the notation as in
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the proof of (1.12). Also rather obviously, we have that /?V0(/?)V . . . <leN(p) G O^A?)
with the notation from (1.7,iii) for the centralizer A.fi of <p in A. By (1.7,iii) and (2.2,v)
together with the definitions, this implies that for all TV £ IN

the quantum entropy of if[o,N] on B[O,N]- Thus we get the result

= lim sup jjHDv(f3V0(/3)V ... \/6N(p)) = ^ jjS(<p[OtN]) = *(v)-

Theorem (2.7): Let now, for simplicity, *4 be separable. Using the notation of [14],
among others, we denote by EA the state space of A, by PA = £(E^) the set of pure
states of A (i.e. extremal points of E^), and by MV{PX) the space of 9?-barycentric
Borel probability measures supported on P^ (i.e., for /i € M^fU), we can decompose

p{A) = / ip(A) dfiiip) VA 6 -4), resp. MI/J(£^) analogously.
JPA

Quite generally, for a 6 Ci(^4,n), a = (A,)J=1 n, the "diagonal" entropy may be
written as:

D() S(6[a})+ s u p

If (and in the sense of a priori determination of the "maximal" measure as below, only
if) in the GNS representation w^ constructed with tp, the commutant 7rw(-4)' is Abelian,
there exists a uniquely determined "maximal" measure denoted by fiv £ M^PA) s u c h
that

This is the case for e?;ery y> 6 £U, if and only if 4̂ is Abelian, in which case /zv is (of
course) the unique Radon measure on P^ = PA (weak-* closure), determined by the
state <p on A = C(PA)-

Proof: First for the general integral representation for HDv{a): Let /x £ M^PA) be an
arbitrary 9-barycentric probability measure supported on F4, then there exists a net of
measures va 6 M^(EA), each with finite support (in EA) such that va converges weakly-*
to fi (by the "Riemann approximation" of the integral w.r.t. fi).
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The real function FAf(if>) := tl>(Am
iAj)\ogrl>(A'jAj) : iff G EA -* 1R+ is clearly weak-*

continuous on EA for all j , and thus / FA,(ij>)dujrp) converges to / FA (ip)dfj,(tp).
JEA JPA

This implies that the expression in (2.7) above is a lower bound for the explicit formula
of HDv(a) in (2.1,ii).

On the other hand, it follows by the convexity of all the FA] on EA, that for any
measure v G M^{EA) with finite support we can further "decompose" it into some (not
necessarily unique) maximal measure \i G MV(EA) for which fJ.(FA}) > v{FAi) V; —
l , . . . , n , and which exists by Zorn's Lemma and "all that" (cf. [14], Part 4.1). For
instance by Theorem (4.1.11) in [14], it follows that \i G MV(PA), using the separability
assumption for A. This proves the converse direction (i.e. the upper bound).

The rest of the statements in (2.7) is even more a straightforward application of
standard textbook knowledge, as for example Theorems (4.2.4), (4.2.5) and Example
(4.2.6) in [14].

See [15, Appendix] for a more "pedestrian" proof of the final formula for HD^{a) in the
case of Abtlian A, there in a somewhat different but equivalent formulation. The proof
in [15] contains (at least) one slightly disturbing misprint: In the sentence starting "But
an arbitrary decomposition. . .", it should read: ". ..pj G ir^A)" = ZOO(A', dfi), p3 >
Oi YLjPi = 11 G Ku>(A)"...", and corresponding changes.

Theorem (2.8): Let X be a compact Hausdorff space, T : X —> X & homeomorphism
and /x = n o T~l a T-invariant Borel probability measure on X. By h^s(T) we denote
the Komogorov- Sinai entropy of T w.r.t. pi [13]. Let $T be the induced *-automorphism
of A — C(X), via $T{A) = A o T VA G A, and cuM = Jx dfi be the corresponding state
on A. Then we have:

where the l.h.s. is the "hybrid" entropy (1.11), and the r.h.s. is the "diagonal" entropy
(2.5).

Proof: We first show the r.h.s. equation, by just "picking" the proper reference: Ghys,
Langevin and Walczak [16] introduced a notion of "measure entropy for partitions of
unity", which by definition coincides with hd^^Oj) for A = C(X): Their Definition
(2) of an entropy e($) of $ = (fa,...,<f>n) G C(X)n, with fa > 0 Vk = 1, . . . , n and
J2l=i 4>k — 11 G C(X), coincides exactly with the above final formula in (2.7) for HDUti(a),
where a = (<f>\/2,..., # / 2 ) G O1{C(X), n).

Consequently, the Definition (4) in [16] of the entropy of Qj resp. T (introduced in their
following paragraph) w.r.t. $, denoted as e(^j,$), coincides exactly with hdUii(9j,a) for
a as before. In the main Theorem of [16], the implicitly assumed definition of the "entropy
[e(0r)] of the associated operator 6T" is of course the same as our hdUtiic(X)(0T) here (while
in [16], second paragraph, L°°(X,(i) is mentioned, the final proof of the Theorem in [16]
makes even "more" sense for A — C(X) as here).
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As we have identified yU ( l ic(x)(^) with e(0T) in the final Theorem of [16], it follows
from there that hd^cwWr) = h*s{T).

Now for the l.h.s. equation in (2.8) above: From (2.4,iv) and the definitions, it follows
that hhWti,A{0T) > hdUtttA(8T) = h*s(T), the latter by the first part above. To prove the
converse, we may use (1.13,iii) in the form hh^^^dj) < h^A{0T), and the recent work
[3] by Alicki and coauthors, where Theorem (4.6) of [3] says that h*F

A(0T) = h'f(T).

Alternative Proof: for the first part hd^^^dr) = h%s(T), we give an alternative proof,
known to the author [17] before and independently of knowing the (earlier) reference [16]
used above. Instead of the latter, we apply results from the completely independent
reference [18] that appeared in the same year as [16].

We use some of the same notation as in [18] to recall the two entropy definitions which
are important there, again for a tuple C — (gi,. •. ,gm) € C(X)m, with gk > 0 Vfc =
1 , . . . , m and ££=i 9k = H e C{X) as in [16]: First, [18] uses the "naive" entropy of C as
introduced by Kuriyama [19] (in the context of "fuzzy set theory"):

and for an additional disjoint (or in "fuzzy" terminology: "crisp") measurable partition
( = {Ai , . . . , Ak) of X into sets A, C X with /i(U*=i M) = l> /^(A n A}) = 0, [18] define
the conditional entropy of C w.r.t. £ as

. = 1 . 7 = 1

The entropy of T : X —• X as in (2.9) above, w.r.t. C as before, is of course defined as

h^T, C) = lim -H^C V T~l(C) V . . . V T~n+l(C)),

where V is simply defined by pairwise products as also in [16], such that for another tuple
B = (/i, • • •, ft) with fj > 0 and ]T)'=1 f3 = 11, this B v C corresponds exactly to aV/9 (or
to /3Va, in this Abelian case) where a = {f{'\ . . . , f]'\ jl = {g\'\ ..., g^) 6 OX{C[X)).

The following inequality is put forward in [18]:

where h*s(T,() is again the usual KS entropy of T w.r.t. the partition £ of X. By a
slight modification of the proof of Theorem (1) in [18], we obtain that for any "refining"
sequence (£n)ne]N of partitions £n of X such that the partition V^Li £n generates the full
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Borel a --algebra of X (see for instance Proposition (3.6) in [20], for the respectively first
terms in the following equation on the r.h.s.),

K(i\c) <

where h^s(T) is the usual KS entropy as before.
A straightforward comparison of [18] and [16] shows that A^(T, C)—Y^=\ Jx

e{0T, C) as defined in [16], and in the first proof above we had identified that e(0T, C) =
hdu^OTtfl) by (2.7) above, (3 defined as just before (note that this reference to [16]
is just for notational convenience, without, using any result of [16]). Together, this
gives the inequality hdUlt(9Ti0) < tfS(T), V/3 € Oi{C(X)), and by definition (2.3),
hd^C{X)(eT) < h«*(T).

To prove the converse inequality (independently of [16] and even without using the
explicit expression for HD^, in (2.7) above), we now use only the final Remark in the
Appendix of [15]: Again, a straightforward comparison shows that the final inequality in
[15] may be reformulated here for a\,... ,an G O\{C(X)), and the corresponding maps
S[a\],.... S[an] as defined in (2.1,ii), by

HWtl{6[ai],..., %„]) < HD^cx^ ... Van),

where again the order on the r.h.s. is actually irrelevant in this Abelian case, and the
l.h.s. is the entropy of several arguments in the sense of [4]. This inequality follows from
the general (non Abelian) entropy monotonicity property as in Proposition (III.6,a) of
[4], by a similar argument as for (2.2,vi) in this Abelian case.

For the automorphism Bj as above, it is obvious that 6j o 6[a] — <5[0j(a)] Va G
O\(C(X)), and this implies by the definition of the entropy in [4] (before Definition
(V.I) there, appearing in slightly different notation on the l.h.s. below) and by Defs.
(2.3), (2.5) here that, according to the above inequality,

h^(0T,6[a}) < hd^(6T,a) < hd^c{x)(0T), Va e Ox{C{X)).

Rather obviously, we may express the full Connes-Narnhofer-Thirring entropy [4] of
6T w.r.t. LJU as hWti{9x) = sup hMti(6T,S[a]), cf. Proposition (4.2) in [15]. But of course,

by construction it is true that hU)i{0T) = h*s(T), cf. Proposition (4.1) in [15]. Together,
this gives the converse inequality h*s(T) < / i ^

Remarks (2.9):

1. Actually, the second part of this alternative proof for (2.8), i.e. the part for the latter
converse inequality, is sort of "breaking a butterfly on the wheel" when compared
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with the proof in [16] for the same inequality h*s(T) < e(0r), with our notation as
in the first proof for (2.8). However, this part of the alternative proof does not use
the explicit expression for HD^ as in (2.7), but rather just results from [4] for this
special Abelian case, in a natural but admittedly very roundabout way.

2. The proof of the analog here for the purely measure-theoretic Theorem (3.3) in
[3], however, can be made short enough to be postponed to this Remark: Let X
be a finite (Lebesgue) measure space with a (regular) probability measure \i and
with an (invertible) measure-preserving automorphism T : X —• X, i.e. such that
//oT = fioT~l = fi. We use the analogous notations wM resp. 6j as in the topological
case (2.8), but now for the Abelian C*-algebra A = L°°(X, fi).

Theorem (3.3) in [3] says that also here hJ^A(0T) = h*s(T), and the general in-
equality (1.13,iii) applies again in the form hhUii^(0T) < h^fA{0T)- The converse
inequality follows from (1.7,iii) applied to any partition /? = (pi , . . . ,pn) G Oi(A, n)
with mutually orthogonal projections (i.e. characteristic functions of measurable
sets) pi = p* = pi G A (VZ = 1, . . . , n), piPj = 0 Vi ^ j , where in this Abelian
case HHMti(0) is equal to the classical KS entropy of the corresponding n-element
measurable partition of X (the details are left to the reader).

3. Now, we consider instead of the Abelian von Neumann algebra A = L°°(X,^) an
extremely non-Abelian case of von Neumann algebras: Let A be an infinite factor
(cf. e.g. [14]) with an automorphism 6 of A and an invariant state tp = if o 6 on A.

We claim that we can find a sequence of partitions (an)n€iN in 0\{A) such that
"n € O\(A,n) and h^p(8,an) —- logn while always hh^(6,an) = 0, independently
of 6 and <̂>. Note that this implies that here ^ ^ ( I d ^ ) = oo, see also (1.13,i).

Proof:* Fix n > 2. As A is an infinite factor, we can find n mutually orthogonal
projections P, G A such that ]C"=i -fi = 11 and each of the Pi is (von Neumann-)
equivalent to 11. Therefore A contains the Cuntz algebra On [21] (luckily, n > 1
and there is no notational confusion with O](A) possible), which is the (universal)
C*-algebra generated by n isometries Vi,...,Vn with mutually orthogonal final
projections Pi = ViV* satisfying £"=1 Pi = 11. It is an easy exercise to see that
necessarily V*Vj = 0. We define the partition

_(V, Vn

which is thus an "orthogonal" partition in our terminology from (2.2,v), resp. al-
ready from the proof of (1.7,iii). But consequently, also a\/9(a)W ... \/6N(a) is an
"orthogonal" partition in this sense (ViV G IN), being of the form

'These two crosses stand for my thanks to M. Fannes and to P. Tuyls for showing me this example.
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where 1^ = (Jo,U> • • • >*N) is a short notation for the multi-index: Rather obvious-
ly, we have W^WjN = (n^N+1H)6lNjN.
This implies that %> o 7[aV0(a)V... VON(a)}) = (N + l)logn, and by the
definitions of the Alicki-Fannes entropy implicit in (1.7,i) and (l.lOjv), we get

On the other hand, it follows from the more general statement in (2.2,v) that
HHv(a\/6(a)V ...V0N(a)) = HDv{a<J6(a)V ... \/0N{a)), and the r.h.s. vanishes
by (2.2,iv), as n.lN+lV2WlH is still an isometry, \/IN, ViV € IN. By Definition (1.8).
we get hhv(8, a) = 0.

We conclude this remark with the following observation: as the V} are isometries
with Vj'Vj = 11 (V;), a can never be "anti-orthogonal" in the sense that ViV* — 0
for i / j . If there would exist such an "anti-orthogonal" a € Oi(Av) but else
defined as in the proof above, for any hypothetical nontrivial centralizer A^ as in
(1.7,iii), this would together imply that HHlfi(a) = S(<p o 7 [a]) = H*F(a), what
would clearly be a contradiction to the proof of HHv(a) — 0 and H£p(a) — logn.

4. While the example of the previous Remark 3 sheds some light on the difference
between the entropy h*F(8) introduced by Alicki and Fannes [1] and the "hybrid"
entropy hhj,(9) introduced here, that example is not at all interesting regarding
different automorphisms 0. In the following final part 3, we will estimate the latter
entropy hhv for two more interesting classes of non-Abelian examples, and at least
in the first of the two cases, we can again show that the two entropies are essentially
different: h*F ̂  hhv (and in the second case, we have good reasons to believe that
this is true also there; but we have only partial results for a lower bound to hhv).

3 Two Further Non-Abelian Examples

Example (3.1): If X C IN, we denote by A(X) the (universal) C*-algebra generated by
a two-sided sequence (sn)n62Z of self-adjoint unitaries sn with the commutation relation
S<SJ — (—l)s^'"^-srSi, Vi ̂  j € 2Z, where g is the characteristic function of X.

The canonical trace r on A(X) is defined by r(ll) = 1 and r(5,1.s,2 • • • s , J = 0 Vii <
i2 < •.. < ik, VA; £ IN. We denote by $x the shift automorphism on A(X): Ox(si) =
s,+i, Vi 6 Z5, such that obviously r = TO$X is invariant. For the entropy definition (1-11),
we will use the canonical AF structure for A(X), i.e. with A^ := C*({si\i = —N,..., N}),
let Aoo(X) = UweN *4w, s o ^na* ̂ ( ^ ) = ^oo(^ ) (norm completion).

In addition, we use again the notation B[k,(\ := C*({sk,8k+i, • •. ,st\k < £ € 7L}), so
that [̂_AT,AT] = AN. Recall that by Lemma (3.5) of [22], B[Oin] is always isomorphic to
the direct sum of 2p(n) many 2fc(n) x 2fc(n)-matrix algebras, where 2k(n) + p(n) = n + 1,
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Vn G IN (correcting an obvious misprint in [22], where the factor 2 of k(n) is missing,
with the same notation). In particular, the linear dimension dimS[o,n] = 2^n+1).

By Theorem (4.6) in [22], the sequence (p("))ne]N consists of a concatenation of finite
"strings" of the form (0,1,2,3, . . . ,(m - l ) , m , ( m - 1) , . . . ,3,2,1) with m G IN U {0},
where the value of m may vary in the sequence (in particular, p(n) may be unbounded,
w.r.t. n G IN). Then we have that:

(i) Generally, hhTiAca(X)(8x) < lim sup -HT(B[0,n]) < Iog2, where HT is the entropy
n—oo Tl

in the sense of [4], or equivalently, as already in [2

(ii) If X is "nonperiodic" (in the sense of [24]) and the sequence (p(n))n6N as above is

bounded: 3P G IN such that p(n) < P Vn € IN, then hhT:Aoo{X)(0x) < ^

If for nonperiodic X, the sequence (p(n))neiN is not bounded, clearly at least the
following sequence of ratios r(n) := {p{n) + k(n))(p(n) + 2fc(n))-1 is bounded:
\ < r(n) < 1. Then we have that hhT:Aoo(X)(9x) < lim sup r(n) • log 2.

n—*oo

(iii) If X is periodic in the sense of [24] (i.e. "mirror-periodic" in the sense of [22]), then

Proof:

(i) The l.h.s. inequality follows by exactly the same proof as for the lower bound in
part (i) of (1.11), just replacing y? there by r here (and 9 by Ox)-

The r.h.s. inequality is then obvious from the rough upper bound for the Connes-
St0rmer entropy [23]: Hr(B[O<n]) < Iog(dim5[0,n]) < (n + I)log2. Equivalently, the
total inequality in (i) follows from "Theorem (1)" in [25], together with (1.13,iii)
here.

(ii) Using the "slightly" better bound for the Connes-St0rmer entropy: HT{B[oin]) <
log rank(5[o)n]) (where rank(#[o,n]) denotes the dimension of a maximally Abelian
*-subalgebra of #[o,n])) together with the consequence of the above result from [22]
that rank(6[0,n]) = 2P(n)+fc("), it follows that

hK^wiOx) < Hm sup ——rlog rank(B[Oin]) = lim sup - — ^ — ~ — log 2.
n-»oo n + 1 n-»oo p{n) + zk{n)

From this, both parts of (ii) are obvious.

(iii) follows from the general upper bound (i), and by the same method as in [24] for
the lower bound: Using also the notation as for Proposition (2.3) in [24], we define
to = -sosp, where p is the period of -Xl){0}UX C TL\ and we put tj — 5^(<O), Vj G
TL. As shown in [24], A[X) = A® Z where A = C*({s0,... ,sp_i}), and where
Z = C"({ti\i G TL}) is isomorphic to Z = C(D), the continuous functions on
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the Cantor set D= {0,1}^ (in symbolic notation, with the appropriate product
topology); with T\Z from the equal probability Bernoulli measure fxT = (1/2, z

on D (again in symbolic notation), and 0x\z induced by the Bernoulli 2—shift
on D. By (2.8) we know that

But also for the norm-dense (Abelian) *-subalgebra of Z, denoted as Z^ :— Z D
4̂oo C A(X), it is rather evident by a classical approximation method for the

Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy (as used already in the first part of the alternative proof
for (2.8) above, cf. Proposition (3.6) in [20]), together with the proof of Prop. (2.3)
in [24], that still hhrhiZaa{9x\z) = log2.

On the other hand, as r is a tracial state, every decomposition r \z— Yli '-Pi °f
T restricted to Z can be extended to a decomposition r = H, <̂ t of T on A{X),
i.e. such that ip\ — <f>i\z for the positive linear functionals <p\ resp. <j>{. By
the general properties of the entropy functional as defined in [4] this implies that
for any ,3 G Oi(Zao), in particular #Tfz(7[/?]) = HT[A(X)(I[P})

 o r equivalent-
ly by Definition (1.5): HHTh{j3) = HHTU{X)(I3). This implies by Definition
(1.8) that hhTh(6x\z,P) = hhT(9x,0), and consequently by Definition (1.11):
hhr\z,z^x\z) < hhT,Aoo(6x), completing the proof.

Remarks (3.2):

1. It is shown in Theorem (1) of [25] that the Alicki-Fannes entropy is identical-
ly ^ o o ( ^ ) ( ^ ) = log2, independently of X. By (3.1,ii) above, we thus have
hhr^wiOx) ¥= K^ix^x) for all nonperiodic X with limsupn_>oo r(n) < 1, as
all these X-dependent shift systems are definitely distinguished from the shifts with
periodic X by the "hybrid" entropy /i/iT,>too(^)(^x)- By Proposition (2.1) of [24],
the Connes-St0rrner dynamical entropy hT(0x) [23, 4] distinguishes in addition the
periodic X case also from the nonperiodic X with limsupn_0O r{n) — 1, but here
we have to leave the question open if hhT>Ax^x){^x) < log 2 also in this latter case.

2. On the other hand, it is known [26, 27, 24] that there exist even uncountably many
X with Connes-St0rmer entropy hT(9x) — 0. We have reasons to believe that in this
class of examples, our "hybrid" entropy does not differ this much from the Alicki-
Fannes entropy (identically equal to log 2), as we conjecture that for all nonperiodic
x , hhTtAao^X)(dx) > \ log2 (which would imply that hhTiAoo{X)(9x) = 5 log2 for all
nonperiodic X with p(n) < P Vn 6 IN). To prove this, one should first choose a
partition fl 6 Oi(S[0)i]) by 2 mutually orthogonal, minimal projections "diagonal"
in 5[o,i] = M2(C).
As also in the proof of Proposition (2.1) in [24], it follows from the results [22]
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cited in (3.1) that for all the infinitely many nk £ IN where p(nk) = 0, we have
Hr{B[0,nk]) = |(n f e+l)log2 (V* £ IN), implying that lim*-*, ±HT(B[0>nk]) = flog 2.

At least for all these n = nk {k £ IN), it should be possible to show by methods like
in Lemma (6.3) and (6.5) in [28] that also /?V0X(/3)V . . . y9x~

1(0) £ Ox{B[^n]) is a-
gain a partition by mutually orthogonal, minimal projections in B[o,n] — M2(n+i/a) (C)
(for all n = nk, k £ IN).

By (1.7,iii) and [23], this would imply that HHT(j3\/9x{j3)\/... y9n
x'

l{/3)) =
HT{B[otn}) at least for all these n = nk (V/c £ IN), and the proof would be com-
plete by Definition (1.8): hhT{9x,0) > l i m * ^ ±HT{B[0<nk]) = flog 2. - We leave
it to the experts [22, 28] or to own future work to fill the gap in the sketched proof.

3. If the argument in Remark 2 before is correct, this would rather obviously imply
that also the "diagonal" entropy hdr^no^x^{9x) > \ log2 for all X] in addition to the
simple by-products of the proof of (3.1) that by (2.4,iv) generally hdTiJ^oo^x^(0x) <
log 2, where again equality holds if X is periodic, and (3.1,ii) holds analogously.

Example (3.3): Using the same notation as [2], we define the 5Z,(2,5Z)-action on the
"irrational rotation" C*-algebra as follows: Let Bq be the (universal) *-algebra gener-
ated by unitaries W(x), X £ ZZ2!, satisfying the commutation relations W(xi)W(xi) =
ew»(xi.X2)/2jy(Xi + X2), Vxi,X2 £ 2Z2i where q £ [0,2TT) is "preferrably" an irrational
multiple of 2TT, and where a(xi,Xa) = Xi(l)X2(2) - Xi(2)x2(l) for x.' = (Xi(l),Xi(2)) £
K2, 1 = 1,2. _

We denote by Aq = Bq the generated C*-algebra ("norm completion"), and on Aq

we define a tracial state r by T(W(X)) — &xo ^X € 7L2\ and a ^-automorphism of Aq by
eT(W(X)) = W{Ty) for any T £ 51(2,21), Tr2(T) > 2.

Then it follows trivially from the main Theorem in [2] together with (1.13,iii) here
that for any q £ [0,2TT), /I/IT,B,(^T) 5: l°g^> where A is the larger eigenvalue of T.

Towards a lower bound for hhTtBq(9r)^ we can first reproduce from [2] the following

Lemma (3.4): Assume that for each m 6 IN, we can find a partition (3 £ O\{Bq) of the
form

with xi, • • •, Xe 6 7l2 and ft,...,/?/ 6 JR., such that hhT(6rp,P) > c • log[Am], where we
assume that such a c £ (0,1] exists independently of m, and where [j/] is the integer part
of v e JR.. Then hhT,Bq{6T) > c • log A.

Proof: We first claim that for partitions /? as above and another such a G C?i(/59),

with £ j , . . . ,(k £ 2Z2 and a l 5 . . . , afc 6 M, we have that //7/T(aV/?) = ////T(/3Va).
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Explicitly, we know that a</0 = (e^+^e^^'^^Wixi + (j)/Vki){ij) where i =
1, . . . , k and j = 1 , . . . ,£ (in the proper order according to (1.3)), and analogously 0\/a =

From this it follows for the corresponding maps from M«(C) into Bq, defined as in
(1.3), that

where £(i1J l ) ( l J J i) for ix,i2 = 1, . . . ,^, j i , j 2 = 1, . . . ,fc are the matrix units in MW(C),
numbered in a natural way according to the isomorphism M«(C) = A/fc((C) <g> Mf(<C).

This implies that for any state </P on >tg, the two states <p o f[a\/0) and y? o 7[/3VQ] on
A/fc/((D), respectively the corresponding density matrices, are unitarily equivalent by the
unitary diag(ewcr(x"^')(ij) in MJW((C). From the definition and properties of the entropy
HT as in [4], it is then obvious together with Definition (1.5) here that

HHr{a\/0) = HT{n\cS)0\) = HT(t[^a]) = HHT((3\/a).

Now we can identically repeat the rest of the argument of [2] (Prop. (1) there): We
enlarge, for n € IN, the partition

to

Aj(m,n) := (3\/9T(f3)\/ ... \70£(n-1)

Repeated applications of the above remark, and of (1.7,iv) here, yield

1
hr.B^Or) > Hm sup — -HHT(/32(m,n)) >

n—oo m ( n — 1 ) 4 - 1
> — lim sup -HHT(0i{m, n)) = —hhT{9%,p) > — log[Am],

TTl n-»oo 71 JTl 771

and the statement follows by taking the limit m —• oo.

In order to prove the assumption of Lemma (3.4), along the lines of [2] (in the re-
mainder of the Proof of Prop. (1) there), we would need a lower bound for the entropy
of a partition /5 G Oj(Bq,£) of the general form as in (3.4) above but in particular with
Xl ^ Xj• Vt / j € {1, •. .,£}, namely: HHT(fl) > c • log^, for some "universal" c G (0,1]
independent of £ (and of 0 € Ox(Bq,£)).

Recall that it is shown in [2] that for such a partition /?, the von Neumann entropy
of the matrix state r o f[/3] is maximal: S(T O "f[0]) = H*F(f3) = log£, with our notation
from (1.7,i).

Note also that here we cannot use (2.2,iii) in the form HHT(f3) > HDT{0) to obtain
a nontrivial lower bound for the former, as it follows from (2.2,iv) that for all such 0 as
in (3.4), HDT(0) = 0.
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As a first step towards a proof of the assumption of Lemma (3.4), we show that here
the inequality (2.2,iii) is always strict:

Proposition (3.5): Let j3 6 Oi(Bq,£) be of the form as in (3.4), but in particular with
Xi ^ Xj f°r * ¥" 3 £ {!)•••) £}•> a n d f°r t n e sake of simplicity with fi\ = . . . = /3; = 0. Then
HHT{(3) > 0 (strictly positive), with a lower bound depending on £ (but with this proof,
not of the form c • log^). In particular, for £ = 2 we have HHT(@) > | log 2, independent
of , de0 i (5 , , 2 ) .

Proof: By definition [4] (cf. also in the Introduction), we can write Definition (1.5) more
explicitly as

HHT{/3) = HM0\) = S(T O 7[/?]) - inf 5 X

where r = ^ , ^, is any (finite) decomposition of the trace state T into positive linear
functionals <pt on A, and <£,- = ((^.(ll))"1 • y>,-; cf. also (2.1,ii) in a special case.

Using the same notation as in [2], we define for / € P{7L2) generally the norm-limit
W(/) = ]Cxez2 /(x)W(x)) an<^ recall that Bq is generated by the W(f) with / of finite
support in 71?.

With the help of general partitions of unity a = (W(/ i ) , . . . , W(fN)), a £ Oi(Bq,N),
i.e. such that YiiLi W(/i)* W(/«) = 11, we can define particular decompositions r = X^-i y?t
by y>j(/4) = T(W(fi) • A • W(fi)*), VA € ^ , as r is a trace state. This leads to c^(ll) =

and

where £jjt (j,k = !,...,£) are the matrix units in M/(C).
A?

A straightforward computation shows that the property 11 = ^ W"(/,-)* W(/,-) is equi-
i=l

valent to the two conditions on {/,-|z = 1 , . . . , TV}:

(i) JtviW^Y, E l/.(0|2 = 1, and
E ei"(x-«/j(e - x)/i(O = o, vx e zz2 \ {0}.

Furthermore, for the estimation of HHT{j3) we have to evaluate the states <£,- o 7[/?]:

fl(j,*) := r(W(ftyW(ft)W(X])W(Xk)) =

Vi= 1,...,W, J ^ G { 1 , . . . , ^ } (notethat for j = A;, simply Pi(j,j) = vJi(ll), Vt,j).
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After these general observations, we first prove the final assertion for £ = 2. Let
/? € Oi(Bq,2) be fixed as in the statement, but else arbitrary. We choose f\ and /2 as
above accordingly, as follows:

MO = 2*°« + 2^xi-xa)O a n d MO = 2*°« ~ rj^x'-xaK1

Then condition (i) above is obviously met, and the double summation in condition (ii) is
identically zero except for x — (Xi ~ X2)) where it amounts to

/i(xi - x2)/i(o) + M0)Mxi - x2) + Mxi - x2)/2(0) + \ \

(note that here a{xi ~ Xa,0) = <r(xi - X2,Xi - X2) = 0).
Hence a — (W(fi), W(/2)) gives a decomposition of r as shown above, and we have to

compute the off-diagonal elements, first of the density matrix corresponding to <p\ 07^ ] :

P t(l ,2) = l

Pi(2,1) = P\(\,2), and the diagonal elements are always equal to | , according to the
above. Analogously, we get for the off-diagonal elements of the (transposed) density
matrix of <,32 ° l\0\ the numbers — le*1'*^*1'*2^2. Both density matrices have eigenvalues
(f, f), so we get for this decomposition the following lower bound:

HHT{B) = HT(l[i3]) > log 2 - \ (v Q + r, Q) • 2 = ± log \ = 5 log ̂  > ^Iog2.

Now we prove the general strict positivity of HHT(fi) for £ > 2; but for the sake of
simplicity, we are content with the most simple lower bound: For any /? E O\(Bq,£) as
in (3.4), we use again the analogous decomposition of r as for £ = 2 above, determined
only by (xi — X2)- Then we get for the off-diagonal elements of the density matrix
corresponding to ^1

2£

Pi(2,1) = Pi(1,2); and if for some i ^ 1, j ^ 2 also (x, - Xj) = (Xi - X2), then also
Pi(*\i) = le-t""^*')/2 etc.; otherwise all other Pi(i,j) = 0, for other i,j ^ 1,2, i ^ j .

Analogously, the off-diagonal elements for <£2 ° i[ft] are not all equal to zero: at least
P2(l,2) ^ 0 ^ P2(2,1). Together, we get again a lower bound for the entropy

HHr(P) = HT{i\P\) >\og£- ~ (5 (^ o 7[^]) + S(?2 o y\fl)).

As the matrix (^~lll*) G M((<E) is the unique (£ x ̂ -density matrix with maximal entropy
(cf. e.g. [5, p. 17]), it follows that HHT(0) > 0.
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Remarks (3.6):

1. From the proof of (3.5) it is rather evident that the applied method of decomposing
r = J2iLir>i w i t n the help of the functions {/i,...,//v} could lead to the most
optimal lower bound HT{^[P\) = S(T O -y[/3}) if and only if in addition to conditions
(i) and (ii) in the proof, better choices of the {fi\i — 1 , . . . , N > 2} would even
satisfy the (apparently too strong) condition that the (£ x £) matrix P, := [(£ •
(^{(ll))'1 Pi(j, k)]jk be a one-dimensional, minimal projector (at least "arbitrarily
close" in the proper sense), for all i = 1 , . . . , N simultaneously.

2. We believe, however, that improving the second part (for t > 2) of the proof of
(3.5) by a more clever choice of sufficiently many N(£) > 2 functions {/i,... ,/jv}
could lead to the desired result of the form HHr(f3) > c-\og£, for some "universal"
c 6 (0,1] independent of ,3 (and consequently of £). By the numerical change of
the lower bound in the first part of the proof (for £ = 2), we have already tried to
suggest that the most natural guess appears to be c = | . By the method in the
remaining part of the proof of Proposition (1) in [2] together with Lemma (3.4)
here, this would imply that hhT:Bq(0r) > \ log A, for all q and T.

3. We repeat from the line before (3.5), that for any j3 € Oi{Bq) of the form as in
(3.4), i.e. consisting of scalar multiples of unitarits in Bq, it follows from (2.2,iv)
that also HDT(P$0T{P)V... V0n(/?)) = 0 Vn € IN, and so by Definition (2.3), the
"diagonal" entropy vanishes: hdT(6T,P) = 0.

For more general a G Oi(Bq), of the form as in the proof of (3.5), this argument
does not apply any more, as the W(f) there are not unitary in general. In this
general case, a similar method as in the proof of (3.5) has to be applied to find a
lower bound for HDT(a), what will be done elsewhere.
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